
 

Round 11 Results 

A Grade 

Round 11 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Tot 

PAOC 1.2 3.4 6.10 11.15 81 

Unley Mercedes Jets 2.4 5.9 12.9 16.11 107 

 
Goal Kickers: James R Thomas 2, Tom Ashby 2, Will Dalwood 1, Gavin Hughes 1, Will Curyer 

1, Ryan Tromans 1, Adam Perryman 1, Lachie McNamara 1, Tom Wicks 1 

Best Players: Adam Perryman, Tom Brinsley, Chris Hannemann, Ben Gazzola, Tom Wicks, 

Ryan Tromans 

The A grade came up against top of the table Unley, confident we could cause an upset if we 

played our best footy. After a competitive start, we felt like we were in the contest for much of 

the first half, with our poor forward entries the only thing between the two teams. 

After the main break we came out firing but unfortunately inaccuracy in front of goals, meant we 

went unrewarded, while the clinical Unley gave us no second chances and put the game away. 

We were able to come home strong to regain some respect on the scoreboard, but it was all too 

little too late. Poor skills across the ground meant we were never able to challenge an even 

opposition that made the most of their opportunities. 

Over the last few weeks we have played some good football in patches, but need to find some 

constancy in the back half of the year if we are to mount a real finals challenge. We look forward 

to getting some boys back after the week off and can hopefully string some games together on 

the run home. 

Support those who support the Reds! 

 

http://paocfc.com.au/red-pages/ 



Business Lunch 2015  

Wayne Carey Guest Speaker 

 

 

Save the date 

Past Players Day - Saturday 18th July 

Alan Crompton Cup match v St Peter’s OC @ St Peter’s College - Saturday 25th July 

Ladies Night - Saturday 1st August 

Business Lunch- Friday 7th August 

End of Season Dinner - Friday 25th September 



2015 Player Auction results Rounds 1-11 

 Round 11 

1st Best $240 Adam Perryman 

2nd Best $170 Tom Brinsley 

3rd Best $140 Ben Gazzola 

4th Best $100 Will Dalwood 

5th Best $80 Cameron Graetz 

6th Best $60 Chris Hannemann 

B Grade $60 Will Hugo 

 

Player  Dividend  Player  Dividend  Player  Dividend  

Adam Perryman  $         1,240.00  Brendan Papps  $            310.00  Ben Young  $                 60.00  

Ben Gazzola  $         1,090.00  Cameron Pritchard  $            260.00  Daniel Fry  $                 60.00  

Simon Potts  $            830.00  Sam Gunning  $            230.00  George Choimes  $                 60.00  

Gavin Hughes  $            730.00  James R Thomas  $            200.00  Jos Builder  $                 60.00  

Drew Clayfield  $            670.00  Chris Hannemann  $            180.00  Josh Graetz  $                 60.00  

James Dalwood  $            540.00  Nelson Ellis  $            160.00  Lewis Crawford  $                 60.00  

Tom Ashby  $            540.00  Will Dalwood  $            160.00  Ned Holmes  $                 60.00  

Cameron Graetz  $            480.00  Ryan Tromans  $            140.00  Ryan Winter  $                 60.00  

Tom Brinsley  $            370.00  Tom Barnes  $            140.00  Tom Wicks  $                 60.00  

Karl Siebels  $            320.00  Jimmy Byers  $            100.00  Will Curyer  $                 60.00  

        Will Hugo  $                 60.00  

 

 

B Grade 

Round 11 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Tot 

PAOC 4.3 9.7 11.8 16.9 105 

Unley Mercedes Jets 2.3 3.5 6.6 9.8 62 

 

Goal Kickers: Daniel Fry 5, Seb Moroney 5, Josh Morrell 2, Max Burford 2, Hahns Sullivan 1, 

Josh Graetz 1 

Best Players: Will Hugo, Seb Moroney, Fraser Ellis, Hahns Sullivan, Ben Young 

The top of the table clash at Kingswood oval was always going to be a willing contest and felt 
the team that brought the superior energy in the first quarter would go on to win. A solid early 
lead was set up by our two way running and quick ball movement from the back half. The teams 
intent at the stoppages and discipline to the structure of emptying out the forward line on the 
small ground was key to improving the lead at the main break.  
 
Unley's intensity lifted after the main break and we were briefly tested until the likes of Hugo, 
Sullivan, Crawford and Young lifted around the ball. Moroney, Fry and Max Burford were again 
a big presence and were dangerous for the whole game. Fraser Ellis and Will Brennan got 
majority of the hit outs and went onto show good presence when the ball was on the deck too. 
The backs led by Blake were as stingy as ever and made good decisions and the poise of Jack 
Latchford and Mitch Brealey helped us maintain possession. We're starting to set a high game 
day standard which I'm looking forward to seeing continue. 
 



C Grade 

Round 11 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Tot 

PAOC 6.1 13.3 14.7 15.12 102 

Unley Mercedes Jets 4.1 5.2 8.7 9.9 63 

 

Goal Kickers: Nick Brooks 4, Harry Collison 3, Ben Siebels 2, Cameron Garry 2, Kieran Artis 2, 

Jack Tidswell 1, Will Thredgold 1 

Best Players: Michael Phillips, Jack Tidswell, Drew Clements, Harry Barnes, Kieran Artis, 

Henry Basedow 

The challenge to bounce back to take on the undefeated Unley Jets at Park 9 was really on the 

C grade after last week’s unexpected loss to Golden Grove. 

From the first bounce the boys attacked the ball at pace and were showing the opposition a very 

clean pair of heels. Michael Phillips roving to the fine ruck work of Drew Clements was using the 

ball particularly well bursting out from the middle to find our leading forwards. The only very 

small worry in the first quarter was a couple of our attempted spoils down back were a little 

ineffective failing to find the boundary or getting the ball over the goal line for a rushed behind. 

We spoke about this at the break and from then on our defenders hit the packs with lot more 

vigour for the rest of the match. 

We set up the result in the second term with Jack Tidwell and Harry Barnes absolutely 

impassable in defence and with very good ball movement we had the Unley Jets chasing Red 

jumpers all around Park 9. By the end of the quarter we had now established an 8 goal lead at 

half time. 

The rest of game was even with both teams having 11 scoring shots we were a little of target 

with our only 2 goal being kicked by Nick Brooks. A very satisfying victory for the C grade. 

D Grade 

Round 11 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Tot 

PAOC 1.3 3.4 4.8 6.11 47 

Pembroke OS 3.3 6.5 8.7 9.7 61 

 

Goal Kickers: Will Daniel 2, Aaron Richards 2, Charlie Comerford 1, Tim Boucaut 1 

Best Players: Lachie Griffiths, Will Daniel, Jack Zacker, Isaac Taylor, Charlie Comerford, 

Rupert Benson 

A disappointing result for the D grade going down to Pembroke by 14 points for our 2nd loss for 
the season. There are many excuse and genuine factors that are applicable however in the end 
this was a game we should and could have won. We started poorly, didn’t adjust to the early 
slippery conditions and allowed Pembroke kick the first 3 goals. Pembroke ran that bit harder, 
created additional overlap and were more composed with their disposal. 

The final result was flattering but we can take a few things from the game it will be to our benefit 
when we play them again come finals. Over the past few weeks we have not started well and 
we have not been as clean as we should with our disposal. To rectify this it is important that we 
not only get to training but that we train as we want to play.  

We had 4 school lads come out and play with us on the weekend. Will Daniel (yr 12) and Rupert 
Benson (yr 11) on debut performed admirable and their performances were the highlight of the 
game, both were rightfully named in our best players, congratulations and thanks to both of you 
as well as Will Hudson and Kosta Mavropoulos who played their 4th game for the club this 
season. With the quality of these lads the future is very strong for PAOCFC. 



E Grade 

Round 11 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Tot 

PAOC 2.2 5.6 7.9 12.11 83 

Unley Mercedes Jets 1.4 3.6 6.7 7.10 52 

 

Goal Kickers: Scot Tyndall 6, Brad Weidenhofer 2, Nick Pemberton 2, Ed Carter 1, Nick 

Giulianetti 1 

Best Players: Nick Pemberton, Tom Prest, Scot Tyndall, Ben Newbery, Mick Sanders 

A solid but untidy win for the E Grade. It was a game where we never really took off until three 

quarter time when Coach Marsh delivered a massive spray to the group demanding a big last 

quarter effort after we let Unley back in the game. 

Tom Prest collected plenty of possessions and was spotted recording his own stats at each 

quarter break. Post game he was unable to inform the group of the winning margin but was 

quick to announce his possession count of 46.  

Nick Pemberton broke the record for most loose ball gets as he roamed around on the wings 

unmarked all day. There was plenty of forward running from the skipper but very little the other 

way as he waited for the back 6 to rebound the ball out. 

Scot Tyndall finally worked out that the big two sticks are the ones to aim for and was rewarded 

with 6 goals. Dave “The Arm” Sanders returned as well but spent more time checking out his 

own biceps than watching the footy.  It was left to his brother Mick to collect the allocation of 

possessions for the family that day. 

Overall a solid result, we now look forward to the top of the table clash with Payneham NU next 

week. Four teams are tied at the top so it is a crucial game for the E Grade. 

Upcoming Fixtures 

Saturday 4th July 2015 

A Grade v BYE 

B Grade v BYE 

C Grade v Payneham NU (Payneham Oval, 2:15pm) 

D Grade v BYE 

E Grade v Payneham NU (Payneham Oval, 12:15pm) 



 


